
Double Boiler Pot 
Use and Care 

 

Before using please read carefully: 
 

Remove the sticker from the front of the Double Boiler Pot. 

Wash pot in warm, soapy water. Rinse, and then dry thoroughly. 

 

Warning: Never use your Double Boiler pot without putting water inside the 

chamber. 

 

Use: 
 

1. To open the water chamber, press the red button located on the left hand side of the handle. 

Simultaneously, depress the ridge on the top-back of the handle, pressing toward yourself. 

2. Pour water into the chamber opening hole, filling it to approximately 1 ½ cups full. (be careful not to 

overfill, if the chamber has too much water, it can squirt water out when heated). 

3. Heat pot up with handle facing outward from the back of the stove.  Using medium heat, warm the pot 

up for about 5 minutes, then reduce to a lower heat (When a sizzling noise occurs, the pot is indicating 

that the water in the chamber is boiling and it is time to reduce the heat). 

4. Add your ingredients to the pot for simmering, tempering or melting. 

5. When finished cooking, let the pot cool down for at least one hour, drain all of the water from the 

chamber and clean the pot. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

Never let your Double Boiler Pot Boil Dry. If you are simmering a sauce for an extended period of 

time, always monitor the water level and make sure that you are keeping the water chamber 

properly filled At least ¼  full (the water level indicator is located on the back of the handle).  Before 

adding water to the chamber, make sure that the double Boiler Pot has sufficiently cooled down first.   

 

 

 

 

Line Marking inside the 

Double Boiler Pot  
   

Bottom Line 240 ml 1.01 cup 

Fifth Line 450 ml 1.90 cup 

Fourth Line 690 ml 2.916 cup 

Third Line 940 ml 3.973 cup 

Second Line 1200 ml 5.072 cup 

Top line 1450 ml  6.129 cup 

 


